AN OLD DAGUERREOTYPE

The rounded case shows age’s tinge
And just a trace of mold;
The back displays a broken hinge
That still contrives to hold;
The picture face within is faint,
The dust away you wipe
And see the limning of a saint—
An old daguerreotype.

The while she posed, a winsome lass,
The soul of girlish grace,
An artist prisoned ’neath this glass
The beauty of her face;
The curls that crowned her maiden brow,
The cheeks as cherries ripe—
A legacy from Then to Now,
An old daguerreotype.

’Tis meet that such a face, so pure,
Should with its smiles live on,
In hearts of later growth endure,
Though she herself be gone.
Her grave with grass is grown about,
Around it plovers pipe,
But she still lives and smiles from out
An old daguerreotype.

Roy Farrell Greene.

[End of text.]
Greene was a frequent contributor of poetry to various popular publications. A contemporary reviewer wrote of Greene: “[he] is a Kansas man and lays claim to the atrocious title of ‘poet lariat,’ on the ground that the idea of becoming a poet came to him while he was breaking horses in the Cherokee strip.”1

This poem also appears in Green’s anthology, *Cupid is King* (Boston: Richard G. Badger, 1903): 54. The poem was widely reprinted, including in *Los Angeles Herald* 36:345 (11 September 1909): 3 (section 2).
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